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1. Zntroduction
The objective of this paper is to present the most important econometric
models for volatility in financial series, discuss the properties of these
models end show how they have been applied in finance and international
economics. An extended survey can be found in Bollerslev et al. (1990).
This paper is organized as follows. The relevance of econometric models of
volatility for modern finance will be illustrated in section 2. In section
3, the autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH) model put forward
by Engle (1982) and extensions such as GARCH, ARCH-M and EGARCH will be
presented. Their properties will be diacussed in section 4. Methods to
estimate these models will be presented and tests for the presence of ARCH
will be discussed. Alternative approaches to modeling volatility and is-
sues of temporal aggregation will be discussed as well. Section 5 end 6
will be devoted to the use of ARCH- and GARCH-type models to describe the
time variation of the risk premia in respectively the forward foreign
exchange market and in returns on stocks and bonds. Section ~ concludes
this paper.
~ This paper is based on a course entitled "Econometric Models for
Financisl Markets" offered by the Network for Quantitative Economics.
The paper has been submitted for publication in "Advanced Lectures in
Quantitative Economics II" which will be edited by Aart de Zeeuw. The
suthors thank Frank de Jong and Peter Schotman for helpful comments on
an earlíer version of this paper.2
2. Volatility in ecora.ic atodela
In this section two models in which volatility pla,ys a crucial role will
be discussed. Section 2.1 deals with risk premia in forward foreign
exchange. We discuss a simple example of the models for risk premia which
have been developed building on Lucas (1982). Section 2.2 treats a capital
asset pricing model with time varying second moments.
2.1. Risk premia in foreign exchange
Consider a model for two countries A and B and two nonstorable commodities
X and Y. The endowments of the consumers of the countries A and B are 2Xt
units of X and zero units of Y and 2Yt units of Y and zero units of X
respectively. Each consumer maximizes the expected time additive utility
over an infinite horizon
EG ïtsG Pt U(Xt.Yt). (2.1)
where ~(0 ( p( 1) is the time discount factor, and the subscript 0 in-
dicates that the expectation is conditional on the information available
in time period t(t - 0). We assume a cash in advance economy. At the
beginning of each period, per capita money balances in the countries A and
B are Mt and Nt respectívely. Agents are assumed to engage in trade and to
invest in assets after the uncertainty about the present state of the
economy has been resolved.
We are interested in solving the model for the exchange rate St, the for-
ward rate Ft the foward risk premium and the interest rates Rt end RB
given the processes for the exogenous variables Xt, Yt, Mt and Nt.
Given the above endowments, prices of goods expressed in domestic curren-
cies are p~ -.5 Mt~Xt and ptB L'S Nt~Yt' The first order conditions for
expected utility maximization imply for instance for country A that
PtAIP~ - (~UtI~Yt)I(~UtI~Xt). (2.2)3
where the r.h.s. is the marginal rate of substitution with ~UtI~Xt z
~U(Xt,Yt)I~Xt. The exchange rate St expreasing the value of the currency
in B in terms of that of A can be written as ptA - p~.St. Subatitution of
this expression in (2.2) yields
St ' (P~ AUtIDYt)I(P~ ~UtI~Xt). (2.3)
Each unit of domestic currency which is saved has a yield after one period
of Rt end RB reapectively.
The equilibrium conditions for postponed consumption are given by the
following first order condition for expected utility maximization
Rt s AUtI~Xt(P~)-1IEtLP ~Ut.ll~Xt.l ( pt.1)-1~ (2-4)
and an analogous expression for RB. Finally, if there are no restrictions
on the capital market, the covered interest rate perity leads to
Ft z St RtIRg. (2.5)
Along with Domowitz end Hakkio (1985), we assume that the utility function
is of the Cobb-Douglas form
u(xt.Yt) - x~t-~` ( o ~ ~ ~ 1) (2.6)
and that the logarithm of the endowments with goods and money, denoted by
the corresponding lower case letters, are potentially conditionally hete-
roskedastic and generated by independent AR(1) proceases. The
autocorrelation coefficients are denoted by px, py, pm and pn respective-
ly. The innovationa in the log endowments, denoted by uxt' uyt' umt ~d
unt are serielly independent, normally distributed with mean vector zero
end diagonal covariance matrix with diagonal elementa h, h , h and
xt yt mt
hnt. Substituting the expressiona for the pricea of goods and the marginal
rate of substitution corresponding to (2.6) into (2.2) yíelds
St - c MtINt (2.7)4
with c-(1-a)~a. In order to find en expresaion for Rt, we write
Et~~Utfl~aXtt1 (p~l)-1] - Z~EtLXt,l Mt;l Yt~i] - (2.8)
2a exP[aPx xt - Pmt~(1-a)P~,Yt` 'S(a2 hxt ` hmt `(1-a)2 hyt)]'
Notice that we use the property that E[exp(x)] ~ exp(Hf.5o2) if x~N(K,a2).
Substituting (2.8) into (2.4) leads to
RL s P 1 expLa(1-Px)xt -(1-pm)mt ~
(1-a)(1-Py)Yt - .5a2hxt - .5hmt - .5(1-a)2hyt]. (2.9)
For RB, the same expreasion as (2.9) can be obtained with the exception
that pm, mt and hmt have to be replaced by pn, nt and hnt respectively.
Substituting the expression for Rt end RB into (2.5), the logarithm of the
forward rate, ft, can be expreased as
ft a ln c 4 P~t- Pnnt -.5hmt t.5hnt.
If similarly st denotes the log spot rate, (2.7) yields
Etst.l - ln c~ Pmt- Pnnt.
so that the forward risk premium defined ea Etst41 - ft, becomes




The forward premium depends on the difference between the conditional
variances of the money balances in the two countries. If the uncertainty
about money balances is the same in both countries, the risk premium is
zero, í.e. the forward rate is an unbiased forecast of the future spot
rate, end uncovered interest rate parity will hold as well.5
Most importantly, the simple model shows that conditional variancea of
economic variables play e cruciel role in economic models that take uncer-
tainty into account. If these variancea vary through time, it will be
crucial to appropriately model the time dependence of hmt and hnt in order
to explain the behavior of the forward premium. Along the same linea the
more sophisticated model of Hodrick (1989) leads to en expression in which
the variances of income and the shares of government expenditurea become
additional determinants of the risk premium.
2.2. The static capital asset pricing model
In this subsection we consider a second example of a model in which vola-
tility plays a crucial role. We postulate a representative inveator,
maximizing a utility function defined over the expected value and the
variance of end-of-period wealth Wttl
max UCEt(Wt,l). at(Wt,l)l. (2.13)
where
Et(Wtil) - WtxtEt(Rtal) . Wt(1 - xt i)Rt
2
at(Wttl) - t xt Qt41 xt.
(2.14)
(z.15)
where Wt representa the investor's wealth and xt is an nxl vector of in-
vestment shares in risky esaets whose rates of return have conditional
means and covariences denoted by Et(Rttl) and 4t;1 respectively. Rt ia the
rete of return on a risk free asset, and i is a unit vector.
The first order conditions for the maximization problem (2.13) yield
xt -
(Pt4ta1)-1(Et(Atal) - ~ R~). (2.16)
where pt is the relative risk aversion coefficient, pt s-2WtUZ~U1 and U1
end U2 are the partial derivatives of U with respect to the first and
second argument in (2.13) respectively ( assumed to be U1 ) 0, U2 C 0).
Equation ( 2.16) determines the optimal composition of the portfolio of the6
investor, the determinants oF which are pt, Rt end the expected returns
and the covariance matrix of the riaky asseta. Equation (2.16) can also
be solved for the equilibrium expected returna
Et(Rt~l) - i Rt . Pt 4t~1 xt s(-2U2~U1) 4t.1 Wtxt. (2.17)
where Wtxt is the actual value which in equilibrium ia equel to demand and
supply. Since the expectatlon of Rt41 equals its realization minus the
forecast error Sttl, we have
f
Rt~l ` t Rt t Pt 4t~1 xt ~ it~l. (2.18)
where qt41 has conditional mean zero and conditional covariance matrix
Qt.l' Model (2.18) has the property that there are restrictiona between
the conditional mean of future returns and their conditional covariance
matrix. Notice that (2.1~) can also be expressed in terms of the familiar
~ ccefficients. From (2.1~), the expected excess return of the portfolio
with sharea xt is given by pt xt'Qtxt. Therefore, when we subatitute this
expresaion into (2.1~), we get the capital asset pricing model (CAPM),
f p f
EtRt.l - e Rt - Pt(EtRt,l - Rt). (2.19)
where pt s Qt~iXt~Xt4t~iXt ~ covt(Rtt1,Rp41)~vart(Rttl) and Rt denotes the
return on the portfolio. Note that pt is not assumed to be time-
invariant.
As in the previous subsection, the covariance matrix 4t plays a central
role in the model. If 4t is time-dependent, it will be cruciel for the
analysis of the CAPM (2.18) to get a good specification for this time
variation.
2.3. Concludint~ remarks
The two examples have a basic feature in common. Volatility of the series
measured by the conditional variences plsys an important role in the eco-
nomic explanation of the level (or the conditional mean) of variables suchas the forward premium in exchange markets and expected future returns in
asaet markets. In other worda, the conditional meen is linearly related to
the conditional variance. Similar models have also been used in modeling
the pricing of futures. For a recent application, we refer to Nijman and
Beetsma (1990) end Baillie and Myers (1991). My time-dependence of the
conditional variance therefore has direct implications for the time-depen-
dence of the conditional meen. In the next section, we ahall present
modela which are designed to describe the time-variation of conditional
variances.8
3. Kodela for conditional heteroskedasticity
Econometric models with time varying conditional variances have recently
received much attention in the literature. In a aeminal paper, Engle
(1982) introduced stochastic modela of the form
yt - Etht
ht 3 a0 ` alyt-1 ~... aqyt-9~ a0 ) 0, ai ) 0. Ei-1ai ~ 1,
(3.1)
(3.2)
where the et are i.i .d. with E(et) - 0 and Var(et) - 1. This is a q-th
order autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model. Adding
the assumption of conditional normality, the model can be written as
ytl~t-1 ' H(C.ht) (3.3)
with ht being given by (3.2) and ~t-1 being the set of information avail-
able at time t-1. The nonnegativity of the ai's is required for the vari-
ance to be nonnegative whereas the requirement that the ai's aum to less
than one ia needed for yt to be wide sense atationary (see Engle (1982)).
In the first order ARCH-model, the conditional variance of yt will increa-
se when yt-1 increases and decrease as yt-1 decreases. The ARCH-model is e
generalization of linear models (such as ARMA-models or linear regression
models) with homoskedastic diaturbancea in which the conditional mean
varies with the variables in ~t-1 but for which the conditional variance
is constant acroas time. It is closely related to the bilinear models
introduced by Granger and Anderaen (19~8) (see also Weiss (1986a)) an
example of which ia of the form yt : Etyt-1' with conditional variance
2 2
c yt-1 so that the unconditional variance becomes zero, one or infinity.
A generalization proposed by Bollerslev (1986) is the GARCH model. For the
GARCH(1,1) model, the conditional variance is given by
2
ht - a0 ` alyt-1 ` ~t-1 (3~4)
with aC, al, g~ 0, ai i g( 1. Equation (3.4) can be written as9
ht z oZ ' a1Ei-G Pi (Yt-i-1 - a2). (3.5)
z with o - aG~(1-al-g). According to the assumption made in ( 3.4) (or
(3.5)), the conditional variance of yt will be large if the weighted ave-
rage of past y2 with geometrically decliníng weights is large. When y ia t
stationary, Eyt z Eyt-k, (3.5) implies that Eyt - E(E(yt~mt-1)) : git : Q2
so that the conditional variance (3.5) can become larger than the uncondi-
tional variance if past realizations of yt have been larger than vZ. The
realizations of a GARCH(1,1) model exhibit clusters oF large valuea. A
comparison of the GARCH(1,1) model ( 3.4) with the ARCH (q) model (3.3)
indicates that the former one may be seen as a parsimonious parametriza-
tion with featurea similar to thoae of the ARCH (q) models with
exponentislly declining ccefficients ai. Notice the similarity between the
ARMA(1,1) model and a high order MA(q) process.
Of course, along with Bollerslev (1986), one can also consider the exten-
sion of ( 3.4) to the GARCH-(p,q) model for the conditional variance of
(3.1)
ht 3 a0 ~ Li~l ~1 ht-i , Li-1 ai yt-1' (3.6)
with
a0' ~i' ai ~ G' Fi~i ` Eiai C 1. Again the nonnegatívity conditions
imply a nonnegative variance while the condition that the sum of the ai's
end ~i's is smaller than one ia required for wide aense stationarity of y
t
(see Bollerslev (1986)).
When Fipi 4 Fiai - 1, the integrated GARCH (IGARCH) model arises (see
Engle end Bollerslev (1986)). It has a unit root in the autoregressive
polynomiel of the varience functíon. For instance, for the simple
IGARCH(1,1) model with a. S~ 1, the minimum mean aquare error forecast
for the conditional variance s steps ahead, ht~s, is equsl to aG(s-
1) . ht}1. As for the random walk model for the series itself, current
information remains important for forecasts of the conditional variance
for all horizons in the IGARCH(1,1) model. Although there are similarities
wíth the model that is integrated in the mean, the problems which arise if
one eatimates a model with unit roots in the conditional mean do not arise
ín this case (see e.g. Lumsdaine (1990)).lo
In the empirical analysis of economic data, higher ordec GARCH models do
not generally yield a better representation of the features of the data
then the GARCH(1,1) or the GARCH(1,2) modela. A similar finding holds for
the choice of the order of ARMA models to describe the serial correlation
of many univariate macrceconomic series.
For ell the models introduced above, the reaction of the conditional va-
riance is symmetric for increases as well as decreases oP the same size of
the variables in ~t-1. A specification which allowa for asymmetric reac-
tions of the conditional variance is the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model
put forward by Nelson (1991)
ln ht - a0 t ïP.lgi ln
ht-i ; E1-1a1(9ct-i ~ Y~Et-il - YEIEt-i~).
(3.7)
where the parameters o~C, pi end aei are not restricted to be nonnegative.
An asymmetric reaction in the variance of the return of atocks can be
expected as a result of the so-called leverage effect. A negative shock to
the returns increases the debt-equity ratio and therefore increases uncer-
tainty of future returns. In the EGARCH(1,1) model, this could occur when
ocl ) 0 and 9~ ~ 0.
Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987) introduce the ARCH-M model in which the
conditional mean is a function of the conditional variance of the process
~
yt 3 g(xt-1, ht) ~ Et ht. (3.8)
where xt-1 is a vector of predetermined variables, g is some function of
xt-1 and ht, and ht is generated by an ARCH(q) process. The most common
ARCH-M model simply has g(xt-l,ht) ~ b ht. As the examples presented in
section 2 ahow, many theories in finance involve an explicit trade-off
between risk and expected return leading to models in which the conditio-
nal mean depends on the conditíonal variance.
The modela presented until now have all been univariate. As indicated by
the theoretical model in section 2.2, the analysis of many issues of asset11
pricing and portfolio allocation requires a multivariate fremework. Exten-
sions of the models presented in this section to a multivariate aetting
will be considered in sections 5 and 6.
Measures of volatility which are not based on ARCN-type modela have alao
been put forward in the literature. For instance, French et al. (198~)
construct monthly stock return variance estimatea by teking the average of
the squared daily returns. To assess the temporal dependence, atandard
time aeries models are subsequently estimated for theae variance esti-
mates. Thia procedure dcea not make efficient use of all the data. Another
drawback of this approach is Lhat it dces not yield the variance forecasts
which are required in many models originating in financial theory. Fur-
thermore, the conventional atandard errors from the second stage
estimation may not be appropriate. Nevertheleas, the computational
simplicity of this procedure and a related model put forward by Schwert
(1989), in which the conditional standard deviation is measured by the
absolute value of the residuala from a first atep estimate of the condi-
tional mean, mekes them appealing alternatives to more complicated ARCH
type models for preliminary date analyais.12
4. Some atatistical properties of ~odela for conditional heteroskedas-
ticity
In this section, we shall summarize the main resulta about the statistícal
properties of the models presented in the preceding section and we shall
present estimation and testing procedures for these models. Finally, we
shall discusa some issues related to temporal aggregation of ARCH and
GARCH models.
4.1. Moments and stationarity
Bollerslev ( 1986) has shown that under normality the GARCH process de-
fined in (3.6) is wide-sense stationary with E(yt) - 0 and var(yt) - aG[1-
ae(1)-p(i)]-1 and Cov(ytys) ~ 0 for t~ s, if and only if a(1) t g(1) C 1.
For the GARCH(1,1) model given by (3.6) when p- q- 1, a necessary and
sufficient conditíon for the existence of the 2 mth moment is
i~z0(~)a~alpi-~ C 1, when aG a 1 and e~ - Ri-1(2j-1), j~ 1,2,.... Final-
ly, Bollerslev ( 1986) has given a recursive formula for the even moments
of yt when p- q- 1. The fourth moment of a conditionally normal
GARCH(1,1) variable e.g. will be EYt - 3(EYt)2[1-(~B.al)2]~[1-(~B~al)2-2ai]
if this moment exists. As a result of the symmetry of the normal distribu-
tion the odd moments are ell zero i f they exist.
4.2. Estimation of GARCH models
The parameters of the models described here can be estimated by the maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) method. For simplicity, we discuss estimation of the
paremeters of the GARCH(1,1) model under the assumption that Et ~ IN(0,1).
The log-likelihood function for a sample of T observations yl' y2' "' yT'
can be written as
L(Y1.Y2. ... y,f~9) - it-1{c - i ln htÍe) -~ Yt~ht(6)}, (4.1)
where 8-(aG. al. P). hl(e) ' Q2 - aG~(1-al-R) and htÍg) - a0 `~ht-1(8)
. alyt-1 (t)1). Given (initíal) values of the parameters 8, the value of13
the log-likelihood function ( 4.1) can be recursively evaluated. Compute
hl(8), then get h2(9) etc. and substitute the values into ( 4.1) to get the
value of L. Standard numerical procedures can be uaed to compute the maxi-
mum of L in (4.2).
Under regularity conditions which are given in e.g. Crowder (1976), the
value of 8 which maximizes L, 9ML is consistent, asymptotically normally
distributed and efficient
~IT(8ML-8) a N(O,Var(~~)), (4.2)
with Var(8ML) z[ E(T-1~2L~~8~B') ]-1. The asymptotic covarience matrix of
~ML
can be conaiatently estimated by computing the inverae of the Hesaian
matrix associated with the log-likelihood function ( 4.1) evaluated at ~~.
Most authors assume that the fourth moment of the data exiata. Conditions
for the existence of Eyt have been diacuased in section 4.1. Under that
assumption the proof of conaiatency of the estimators is greatly simpli-
fied. We note that Lumsdaine ( 1990) proves consistency without requiring
fourth moments to exist.
The estimation of the ARCH-M model posea no extra problems. However, ea
ahown by Engle (1982), in absence of ARCH-M effects, the information ma-
trix for the model under conditional normality is block-diagonal between
the parametera in the conditional mean and the variance functions. This ia
no longer true for the AACH-M model. Thus unlike the ARCH model where
consistent estimates of the paremeters in the conditional mean,
g(xt-1)'
can be obtained even if ht is misspecified, conaistent estimation in the
ARCH-M model requires the full model to be correctly specified.
Finally, if the parameters of the conditional variance in a regression
model are nuisance parametera only, one cen of courae simply estimate the
parameters in the conditional mean by ordinary least squares if the condi-
tional variance dces not affect the conditional mean. Note however that
one has to use heteroskedasticity consiatent standard errors, as propoaed
by White (1980), to conduct valid inference. Suppose e.g. that p is the
parameter of interest in the regreasion
yt - p yt-1 i ut where ut is un-
correlated with mean zero and conditional variance a~aaluC-1, i.e. the14
error is ARCH(1). The ordinary least aquarea eatimator of p is a pseudo
maximum likelihood eatimator and ita large semple distribution is given
by JT(p0~-p) - N(0, A-1BA-1) where A- E[-T 1~ZCIclP2] and B-
E[T 1{~CI~p}2) and C is the pseudo likelihood C--ït-1(Yt-pyt-1)2' see
e.g. Gouriéroux et al. (1984). The matrices A and B cen easily be estima-
ted consistently.
One of the implications of the need to correct the standard errors of
estimators of parameters in the conditional mean in case of conditional
heteroakedasticity is that in the presence of ARCH, atandard tests for
seriel correlation in yt will be upward biased, thus leading to overrejec-
tions. Consider e.g. a test for first order autocorrelation if the data
are in fact generated by an ARCH(1) model and assume conditional normali-
ty. The atandard estimate of the first order autocorrelation coefficient
coincides with the ordinary least aquares eatimator in a first order auto-
regresaive model. From the resulta above it ia eeaily checked that under
the null hypothesis that p - 0 the large sample variance of p will be
OLS
T-1{aOEyt-1.alEyt-1}I{Eyt-1}2 if fourth moments exíst. From section 4.1
this can be rewritten as T-1(1.2a1-3ai)(1-3ai)-1, when al C ll~. For
al - 0.5, this large sample variance exceeda the conventional asymptotic
variance, lIT, by a factor of 5(see e.g. Diebold ( 1987) for further
discussion).
4.3. Testing for conditional heteroskedasticit
The likelihood ratio (LR) criterion can be used to test the hypothesis of
conditional homoskedasticity e.g, against the GARCH(1,1) alternative in
(3.4). The LR-statistic associated with HO : al - 0 and p- 0 does not
have a x2-distribution with two degrees of freedom in this case, as the
alternative hypothesis is H1 : al z 0 and ~ z 0. The standard assumption
that the true parameter value under HO does not lie on the border of the
paremeter space under H1 dces not hold. A LR test which uses x2-distribu-
tion with two degrees of freedom csn be shown to be conservative (see e.g.
Kodde and Palm (1986)), that is if it rejects the null hypothesis, then
the LR-test which uses the correct distribution w111 certainly reject the
null hypothesis. Demos and Sentena (1990) present critical values for the15
LR and Wald tests for testing ARCH effects versus constancy in the varian-
ce of s series. A aecond problem arises as the parameter g is not
identified if al - 0. Therefore a test of HO : al ~ 0 could yield mislea-
ding results. Engle ( 1984) shows how to carry out a test if some nuisance
parameters are not identified under the null hypothesis.
A simple and frequently used test for conditional heteroskedasticity is
the LM test of the hypothesis HO : al : a2 s ... aq ~ 0 in the ARCH(q)
model in (3.2). It has the form
LM - (~LI~')(a2Llaaaa')-1(aLl~)Ia-IX. (4.3)
where á denotes the ML estimate of a under H0. For the ARCH(q) model ht z
zta and
(c1L~~a)asá - (1~2á0) Etzt(yt~á0 - 1) ' (1I2a0)z'f0. (4.4)
where zt' -(1, Y2 1 , .. ,Yt-q) and z-(zl,z2,...,z,r) and f0 is the co-
lumn vector of (y~~óc0 - 1).
The Hessian matrix can be written as
J~la-~ ~ (1~2ác~)z'z
and therefore the LM test statistic can be written as
LM - 1~2 f~ z(z'z)-lz'f0
(4.5)
(4.6)
Notice that plim f~fO~T - 2, because normality hsa been assumed. There-
fore, an asymptotically equivalent statistic would be
LM - T f~ z(z'z)-lz fOIfOfO ~ TR2. (4.7)
where R2 is the squared multiple correlation between f0 and z. Since ad-
ding a constant end multiplying by a scalar will not change the R2 of a
regression, this is also the R2 of a regression of yt on an intercept and
q lagged values of yt. Demos and Sentana (1990) propose a simple one-sided16
veraion of the TR2-type LM test for ARCH in (4.7), which ia computed from
the same auxiliary regression of the aquares of the residuals on a con-
stant and its lags. They report critical values for the one-sided LM test.
These critical valuea are robuat to non-normality.
4.5 Non-normality of the conditional densitv of et
As discussed above, financisl return series often exhibit volatility clus-
tering and their unconditional diatribution tends to have fatter tails
than the normal distribution. Moreover the conditional distribution of the
standardized variable yt~Pub often appears to be leptokurtic.
Bollerslev (1987) suggests uaing the standardized Student-t distribution
with the degrees of freedom v being estimated. The log-likelihood of thie
model is
L- T ln k(v) - it-1 .SÍv41) ln[1 '(v-2)-1 EtPub) (4.8)
with k(v) ~ I'((vrl)~2)C(v~2)-l~n(y-2))-}. The t-distribution has fatter
tails then the normal distribution. As v increases, it converges to the
normal distribution. Other densities that have been used in the estimation
of ARCH models are the normal-Poiason mixture distribution (see e.g.
Jorion (1988), Nieuwland et el. (1991)) end the normal-lognormal mixture
distribution (see e.g. Hsieh (1989)). An alternative to parametric ML
estimation ia the use of a semi-parametric density estimation technique
which approximates the density function (see e.g. Gallant end Tauchen
(1989) or Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991)). Notice that semi-parametric
and non-paremetric methoda can also be uaed to approximate an unknown
conditional variance function (see Gallant and Tauchen (1989) and Pagan
and ullah (1988)).
In applications the distribution of the disturbance is often unknown.
Weiss (1986b) and Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1990) have shown that quasi
maximum likelihood estimators which are based on a normality assumption
are consistent under weak assumptions even if the normality assumption
does not hold. Moreover they show how asymptotic standard errors for theparametera in the conditional mean and variance functions that are robust
to departures from normality can be obtained.
4.6. Temporal aggregation of ARCH processes
Issues of temporal eggregation play an important role in time series mo-
deling, in particular when the investigator has the choice between using
data observed with a high frequency (e.g. daily observations) or using
observations (e.g. monthly) sampled lesa frequently.
In this section, we illustrate how temporal aggregation affects the struc-
ture of the model in the case where the high frequency data are generated
by an ARCH(1) model. This section draws on Drost and Nijman (1990) who
also consider more general cases. Diebold (1988) has shown that the con-
ditional heteroskedasticity disappears in the limit if the sampling fre-
quency decreases end that in case of flow variables the implied marginal
low frequency distribution converges to the normal distribution. Nelson
(1990) considered the case of an increasing sampling frequency and derived
the limiting continuous time model.
We consider en ARCH(1) model for a stock variable yt which is observed
every second period (t - 2,4,...T), with, for simplicity reason, T being
assumed to be even. Along with Drost and Nijman (1990) we distinguish
between three forma of AACH-models. We say that yt ~ ctht is generated by







and ht is generated by (3.2) with q- 1. The strong form corresponda to
the case where the disturbance is assumed to be identically distributed
with mean zero and variance equel to one, while for the weak form, condi-
tion (4.9) holds but condition (4.10) is replaced by the condition that
the projection of yt on the space generated by Yt-1' yt-2' '~. ia equal to
ht. Integrating expreasions (4.9) and (4.10) with respect to Yt-1' yt- ' 3
... we get for the low frequency model18
E(Ytlyt-2' yt-4~...) - 0
z 2
E(Yt~Yt-2' yt-4~...) - a0 ' alyt-2 - ht
(4.11)
(4.12)
with óc0 ~ a0(l.al) and ál s ai. The low frequency model is semi-strong
ARCH(1) as well, with parametera óc0 and ál replacing the high frequency
parameters ap and al.
A natural question to consider is whether the class of strong ARCH(1)
models for stock variables ia closed under temporal aggregation as well.
Assuming that et ia i.i.d. with distribution D(0,1), the rescaled distur-
bences in the low frequency model are defined by
vt - Yt~hz-
Rewriting (4.13), one can easily ahow that
yt - Et ~~t ~(i-At) Et-1~} with at - á0ht.
(4.13)
(4.14)
According to (4.14) the rescaled diaturbancea in the low frequency model
depend on past obaervations, even if the rescaled disturbances in the high
frequency model are i.i.d.. From (4.14), one can show that
E(vt~Yt-2' yt-4' ...) - x(x-1)(At-1)Z ~ x, (4.15)
where x- E et which implies that the fourth moment of the low frequency
conditional distribution of the rescaled disturbances will depend on the
information set in a way similar to the dependence of the second moments
on the past in the GARCH model. The low frequency model that is implied by
a high frequency strong ARCH(1) process is no longer strong ARCH(1), al-
though it still satisfies the assumptions of semi-strong ARCH(1) as shown
above. Therefore, the assumption that rescaled disturbances are i.i.d. at
the frequency at which the data happen to be available is arbitrary. More
detailed results for higher order ARCH and for GARCH models for stock and
flow variables can be found in Drost and Nijman (1990). In general, it can
be said that aggregating strong GARCH processes dces not lead to a strong19
GARCH model. Weak GARCH(1,1), defined above, generally leads to weak GARCH
in the temporally aggregated data.
4.7. Concluding remarks
In this section we have discuased statistical procedures that can be used
to hendle GARCH modela. Conditional heteroskedasticity of high frequency
financial series is by now a well established stylized fact. Fama (1965)
already observed that price changes tended to be dependent over time end
characterized by tranquil and volatile periods, and that the unconditional
distributions of the price changes were typically fat-tailed and leptokur-
tic. Recently, Baillie and Bollerslev (1989) and Hsieh (1989) carried out
an extensive study of the time series properties of exchange rates. They
show that the first differences of the logarithms of the daily rates are
approximately uncorreleted through time, and a GARCH(1,1) model with near
unit roots and conditionally t-distributed errors is found to be a good
representation to the leptokurtosis and time-dependent conditional hete-
roskedasticity. The parameter estimates are similar for the different
currencies. The results carry over to weekly and monthly data in which, in
line with the results in section 4.6, the degree of time-dependent hete-
roskedasticity is reduced if the length of the sampling interval
increases. Related stylized facts for stock returns and interest rates can
be found in Bollerslev et al. (1990).20
5. Econometric models of tioe varying risk premia in foreign exchange
5.1. Introduction
As shown in section 2.1, Domowitz and Hakkio (1985) CDH85 from now on]
have developed a simple model for the risk premium component in forward
foreign exchange rates, using the general set-up in Lucas (1982). In thia
section various ways of testing their model will be described. In section
5.2 we will describe the empirical resulta in DH85 which are based on a
univariate ARCH-M model and monthly data. Section 5.3 will be devoted to
Baillie and Bollerslev (1990) where results from a multivariate GARCH-M
and weekly overlapping data are provided. Finally section 5.4 is devoted
to non-paremetric estimation of the variance functions as proposed by
Pagen snd Ullah (1988). Before we start the discussion of direct tests of
the model, it is worthwhile to refer to some related work which is avai-
lable in the literature.
The existence of a risk premium in forward foreign exchange has been clai-
med by many authora ( see e.g. Baillie, Lippens and McMahon (1983) and
Hansen and Hodrick (1980)) who teated the unbiasedness of the forward
rate. In a second line of research several authors have tried to assess
the importance of time variation in risk premia, without making the strong
structural assumptions in DH85. Fama (1984) and Hodrick end Srivastava
(1986) have shown that the unconditional variance of the risk premium is
greater than the unconditional variance of the expected rate of deprecia-
tion. Similarly Wolff (198~) and Nijman, Palm and Wolff (1991) have pre-
sented evidence on the conditional variances of the risk premía end expec-
ted rate of depreciation using weak atructural assumptions only. Wolff
(198~) has moreover shown how estimates of the premium can be obtained
under similar assumptions. Finally, in a third line of research, Hansen
and Hodrick (1983) and Hodrick and Srivastava (1984) have tested the vali-
dity of the Euler equation (2.4). Evidently the results from these lines
of research are taken as atarting points in the literature on structural
models for the risk premium to be discussed in sections 5.2 to 5.4. Anu
excellent discussion of the literature on these issues which was available
about five years ago ia provided in Hodrick (1987).
5.2. The monthly univariate ARCH-M model for the riak premium in Domowitz
and Hakkio (1985)
In section 2.1 we have outlined how DH85 derive the model
st41 - ft - b{hmttl - hnt~l) ~ umttl - unt.l
umt~lllt ' N(0' hmtfl)' unt4lllt ~ N(C' hnt.l)'
(5.1)
where b L 0.5. Equation (5.1) can be estimated jointly with the two money
supply equations and along these lines the hypothesis b- 0.5 can be tes-
ted. This approach will be discussed in section 5.4. Instead DH85
approximated (5.1) by
atal - ft - H t bhttl ~ ettl
et.lllt ' N(C. ht~l).
where ht~l is assumed to be ARCH(4).
(5.2)
Estimation of the model in (5.2) only requires spot and forward exchange
rate dats and is more straightforward than the multivariate approach which
models the money supplies as well. On the other hand, (5.2) is only im-
plied by (5.1) in special cases such as when one of the two money supplies
is conditionally homoskedastic and an ARCH(4) model holds for the condi-
tional variance of the money supply in the other country. Nevertheless,
one might expect some impact of ht on st;l - ft in more general cases as
well. Note that the estimated risk premium can change sign because of the
presence of the constant term.
No doubt motivated by the literature on testing for unbiasedness of the
forward rate, which suggested a relation between st;l - st and it - st'
DH85 finally include the forward premium ft - st as a regressor by adding22
ft - st to both sidea of the equality which yielda their final specifica-
tion
sttl - st - u t 7(ft-at) . bht.l i etfl
ettl~It ~ N(0, ht~l),
(5.3)
DH85 have estímated (5,3) by maximum likelihood, assuming that ht}1 ia
generated by an ARCH(4) procesa, as has been discusaed in (4.1) for e
related case. The standard errors of the estimators have been obtained
using a variant of (4.2). For monthly data on exchange rates of the Bri-
tish Pound, the French Franc, the German Mark and the Swiss Franc against
the US dollar from June 1973 to September 1982 the results indicate that
ell four series show very little conditional heteroskedasticity, which is
with hindsight not to aurprising given the resulta in Baillie and Bollers-
lev (1989) and Drost and Nijman (1990). The hypothesis that u- 0, r- 1
and b- 0 can be rejected for the British Pound but could not be rejected
for the other three currencies. DH85 therefore conclude that "there is
little support for the conditional varience of the exchange rate forecast
error being an important sole determinant of the risk premium".
5.3. The weekly multivariate GARCH-M model for the risk premium in Baillie
and Bollerslev (1990)
Baillie and Bollerslev (1990) [BB90 from now on] have extended the work of
DH85 in at least three ways. First of all they analyze exchange rates of a
number of currencies against the dollar in a multivariate setting, thereby
avoiding the approximation of (5.1) by (5.2). Second, they replace the
ARCH(4) assumptíon on the variances by a GARCH(1,1) assumption, which is
more parsimonious and is less likely to yield a priori implausible para-
meter estimates. Finally BB90 analyze weekly data, which contain much more
conditional heteroskedasticity than the monthly data used in DH85 and are
therefore more likely to reveal a relation between time-varying variances
and time-varying risk premis. As no weekly forward contracts are traded
however, they have to stick to monthly forward rates which creates the
problem of overlapping samples discusaed before e.g. in Hansen end Hodrick23
(1980). In this section the three extenaiona referred to above will be
added to the model one after another and some of the empirical results in
BB90 will be discussed.
Starting with the extension to exchange rates of a number of currencies
against the doller, note that DH85 assume that the model which has been
derived holds for ell bilateral exchange rates. Note however that the
underlying model describes a two country world. Extension to s multi-coun-
try setting without affecting the results appears to require extreme sepa-
ration assumptions but this topic will not be pursued here. Consider an
N41 country world (i- 0,..,N) where the money stocka are denoted by
mi,t
and where all exchange rates si t(i-1,..,N) are denominated in the cur-
rency of the first country (1-0). Equation (2.7) of the DH85 model implies
that
Vart[si til] - Vart[m0 til] i Vart[mi t~l] (5.4)
and
co~t[ai.t.l'a~.t.i] - ~~t[mo t.l]. (5.5)
because of the assumed independence of the AR(1) processes which generate
the money supplies. Substitution of (5.4) and (5.5) in (2.7) finally
yields
Et[si t41] - fi t- Covt[ai.til'sj.t.l] - G.5 Vart[si t,l] (5.6)
which is an expression for the risk premium which avoids the use of money
supply data end which can be tested in the context of a multivariate
GARCH-M model. The model which BB90 propose for an N~1 currency world is
N
ai til- fi t- ki . ï bi~ Covt[si.t41~s.i.t41] i ei,ttl j-1
(5.7)
for i- 1,..,N, where si t stands for the exchange rate of the i'th cur-
rency against the Ntl'th and where et
-(elt" " 'eNt)
is i.i.d. normal
with mean zero and time varying variance covariance matrix Ht.z4
Alternatively (5.~) can be derived as an approximation to more general
models of the risk premium,
The second extension of the work by DH85 which BB90 consider consists in
replacing the ARCH specification in DH85 by a multivariate GARCH(1,1)
model with constant conditional correlations,
2
hii,t - yi4 ~ihii,t-1 } ~i ei,t-1
hi.].t - piJ Jhii.t Jh~f.t
if i~,1.
if i ~ j
(5.8)
where hi~ t-{Ht}i~, This specification avoids the implausible lag pat-
terns in DH85 and has the advantage over alternative parametrizations of
multivariate GARCH that conaistent parameter estimates can easily be ob-
tained under the assumption that the impact of the conditional covariances
on the conditional mean can be ignored. If bi~ - 0(v i,j) univariate
GARCH(1,1) models can be estimated for all bilateral exchange rates sepa-
rately and subsequently the conditional correlation parameters pif can be
estimated as the correlations of the rescaled disturbances ei,t~Jhii,t. In
this way suitable starting values for the computationally demanding full
numerical optimization of the likelihood function cen be obtained as long
as the GARCH-M effect is not too dominant.
The third extension in BB90 ia their use of weekly insteed of monthly
data. If it is assumed that a month consists of four weeks, the model
proposed for weekly data can be written as
N
si t~4- fi4t ~ Hi t~Elbi~ Covt[si t.l~s~~t.l~ ' Ei.tt4 . (5.9)
where fi4t is the monthly forward rate in week t on currency i. As by
definition Ei,ti4 - si,tt4-Et[si,ti4~' Ei,t is generated by a third order
moving average process, because both Et-k[si,t~ ~d si,t are included in
the information set at period t if k) 3. If weekly exchange rate changes
are uncorrelated, which is well known to be approximately true, the first
three autocorrelations of ei t will be 0.~5, 0.50 and 0.25 respectively.
In fact a month contains more than four weeks which yields a MA(4) process25
and slightly different autocorrelations ( aee BB90). BB90 impose orthogona-
lity of the spot rate innovations in the various currencies (E e e ~
0 (d t,s,i,j)) end write
4
Ei,t~4 - ei,tt4 ~ kFl gkei,tt4-k'
i,t j,s
(5.10)
where the 8k ere the moving average coefficients which yield the autocor-
relations referred to above. These values of Bk are imposed throughout the
numerical maximization of the likelihood function corresponding to (5.8),
(5.9) ana (5.10).
In the empirical section of the paper BB90 restricted themselves to four
major European currencies, the UK pound, the German mark, the Swiss franc
end the French frenc, all against the US dollar. They consider 462 weekly
opening prices from the New York Foreign Exchange Market between March 1,
198o and February 2, 1989. Imposing bi~ z 0 initially, the authors compute
Ljung-Box tests for autocorrelation in the residuals and find no evidence
of autocorrelation in the residuals in addition to the imposed MA(4) pro-
cess. Remember that, as discussed in section 4.3, the presence of
conditional heteroskedasticity generally induces an upward bias in the
traditional test statistics for the absence of autocorrelation. Estimation
of the model while retaining the restriction that bi~ - 0 reveals signi-
ficant conditional heteroskedasticity.
Instead of estimating all parameters in (5.8). (5.9) and (5.10) simulta-
neously, BB90 restrict themselves to the computation of Lagrange Multi-
plier tests for the hypothesis H0: bi~ - 0. One of the tests carried out
by BB90 is a currency by currency test of the joint significance of the
own conditional variance and the conditional covariances wíth the other
currencies. Again, the results are somewhat disappointing. The four test
statistics do not lend much support to the idea that the risk premium is a
símple linear function of the corresponding covariances as specified in
(5.~). Only for the UK, there is some evidence that the conditional cova-
riances explain part of the risk premium in addition to the own
conditional variances.26
5.4. The monthly non-parametric GARCH-M model for the risk premium
The disappointing empirical results in DH85 and BB90 could be due to the
fact that the underlying model is an insufficiently accurate description
of reality. Several other explenations of the empirical results are pos-
sible however, such as the limited sample size in BB90 and the assumed
conditional normality of the disturbencea in both papers. In this section
we will discuss yet another potential cause of the failure to find empiri-
cal results in line with the theory: misspecification of the conditional
variance equation, which is based on an auxiliary assumption that it not
derived from theory. In section 4.2 we have already referred to the fact
that in GAHCH-M models incorrect specification of the variance equation
will lead to inconsistent estimates of the mean parameters. Fortunately
however, Pagan and Ullah (1988) have suggested tests for the specification
of the conditional variance and have proposed estimation strategies which
are more robuat to the specification of the variance equation.
Let us start the discussion of Pagan and Ullah (1988) [PU88 from now on]
by reconsidering equation (5.3) assuming that nt is non-stochastic. If nt
is non-stochastic (5.3) can be written as
strl - ft ' A r b Vart[mtal] . etal, (5.11)
where et}1 is e zero mean, uncorrelated but possibly conditionally hetero-
skedastic error term. It is important to note that in (5.11) the conditio-
nal variance of an exogenous variable appears as a regressor. One possible
estimation strategy for (5.11) starts off by estimating the AR(1) model
which generates mt by assumption. The resulting error terms will be deno-
ted by umt - mt - Pm mt-1' ~e second step in this estimation stategy is
to replace
Vart[mttl] by umt.l which yields
st.l - ft - p ~ b umt~l t et~l f b{Vart[mttl] - umtrl}. (5.12)
Ordinary least squares estimation of (5.12) will not in general yield
consistent estimates of u and b as umttl will in non-degenerate cases becorrelated with {Vart[mt~l] - umtal}. While OLS is inconsistent, instru-
mental variables estimators will yield consistent estimates of K and b if
the instruments are observed at time t, are uncorrelated with et}1 and are
correlated with the regressors. Instrumenta such as a constant term, and
present and lagged values of mt will satisfy these requirements under very
general assumptions. In this way conaistent estimators of the impact of
Vart[mttl] on Et[st41-ft] can be obtained without specifying the functio-
nal form of Vart[mttl], i.e. without making a choice between an ARCH,
GARCH, EGARCH model or any other functional form.
Instrumental variables estimation of (5.12) has the advantage of being
robust against potentiel misspecification of the variance equation, but it
can be very inefficient if the variance of b{Vart[mtfl] - umt41? is large
compared to that of etrl. Similar issues of robustness versus efficiency
arise in the literature on the estimation of linear models with unobserved
rational expectations; see e.g. Nijman (1990) and Nijman and Palm (1991).
This literature suggests that more efficient robust IV estimators can be
derived by considering better proxies for Vart[mtil]' i.e. by adopting the
substitution approach to replace unobserved variables instead of the er-
rors in variables epproach. One possible proxy for Var[mt;l~It] is
Var[mt~1~Ht] where Ht C It and It is the set of all information which is
available at time t. Note that Vart[mt41] - Var[mt}1~It] by definition.
Substitution of Var[mttl~Ht] in (5.11) yields
st.l - ft - u t b Var[mt~ilHt] ' ut,~. (5.13)
where
uttl ~ ettl ' b {Var[mt~1~It] - Var[mt;1~Ht]}. (5.14)
These equations ahow that a regression of the forward rate forecast errors
on the variance of the money supply conditional on a subset of all infor-
mation will yield consistent estimates of u and b. Non-parametric
estimates of this variance which do not depend on arbitrary assumptions on
the functional form can be obtained e.g. using kernel estimators of condi-
tonal means by noting that28
VarCmt41I}it] - ECtt1lHt] - {E[mttllHt])Z. Í5.15)
The kernel estimator of a conditional mean with a finite number of condi-
tioning variables reads as
ÉCYtlxt] - E ysK{Y,j,l(xt-xs)}~ E K{YTllxt-xs)}. (5.16)
s-1 s-1
where K{ } is a kernel function that aima to smooth the data and where Y
T
is the so called bandwidth paremeter that is typically proportional to
T-1,(4}q) end q is the dimension of the conditioning set. Many types of
kernels might be employed. A popular one is the multivariate normal ker-
nel. Under various restrictions on the bandwidth parameter YT and assump-
tiona on the procesaes generating (yt,xt) is has been ahown that É[yt~xt]
converges to E[yt~xt] in probability. Recent applications of kernel esti-
mation to modelling conditional heteroskedasticity include PU88, Pagan and
Hong (1990) and Sentane and Wadhwani ( 1989). A good illustration and com-
parison of different parametric end non-parametric methods of modelling
conditional variances ís given in Pagan and Schwert ( 1990).
The empirical results in PU88 still ahow little sign of impact of the
conditional variance on the conditional mean. One explanation is that
their empirical results are obtained from monthly data, which do not show
much conditional heteroskedasticity. Another one obviously is that the
underlying model dces not hold.
5.5. Concluding remarks on risk premia in foreign exchange
In this section we have discussed the estimation of structural econometric
models of the risk premium. The models that we considered suggest that the
risk premium depends on conditional variances and possibly conditional
covariances, either of money supplies, or of apot rates. However, the
empirical results in neither of the three papers that we discussed, nor in
any other paper in this area, support the overly simple models which they
tested. More sophisticated models to explain time varying risk premia are
required. In particular models in which the risk premium is a function of
the conditional variances of a set oF exogenous variables seem promising.29
Hodrick (1989) provides an example of such a model, showing how the ex-
change rate is affected by uncertainty in the monetary policy, government
expenditures end income growth. Implementation and teats of these modela
can of course be naturally conducted within the fremework deacribed in
this paper.30
6. Models of time varying pre~ia in atock or bond returns
6.1. Introduction
In section 2.2 we have introduced a capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
which can be used to take portfolio decisions in a world where returns
have time varying first end second conditional moments. In order to test
the model, or to use the model to achieve an optimal trade-off between
expected returns and unhedged risks, estimatea of these time-varying mo-
ments are required. In this section several multivariate GARCH models will
be considered which can be used to model first and second conditional
moments of a vector of returns.
In the model presented in section 2.2, the conditional mean returns depend
on the conditional covariances of the returns as in (2.17), which we re-
peat here for convenience,
Et[rtt1J - rt ~- pt Vart[rt,l] xt. (6.1)
where rt`1 is a Nxl vector of returna in period tfl on the N assets in the
economy, rt ia the risk free rate in period ttl which is known in period
t, i is an N-dimensional vector of ones, xt is an Nxl vector of investment
shares end pt is the price of rísk, which will for simplicity be assumed
to be time-invariant: pt - p. Equation (6.1) can be derived under much
more general assumptions as in Campbell (1990).
Premultiplication of (6.1) with xt' yields a univariate relation between
the conditional mean and varience of the market portfolio. Several authors
(see e.g. French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987)) have used univariate
GARCH-M models to describe excess returns on the market portfolio, and
found a significant impact of the conditional varience on the conditional
mean in line with the underlying CAPM. We will test (6.1) using multiva-
riate GARCH models. Note also that multivariate GARCH models can be used
to derive hedging strategies whether or not (6.1) holds, as the optimal
portfolio for investors who maximize (2.13) will still be given by (2.16).31
Obviously the restriction which was imposed in aection 2.2 that the econo-
my consists of repreaentative investora can easily be relaxed to allow for
differences in risk averaion.
In section 6.2 we will first of ell consider the diagonal multivariate
GARCH model which Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988) used to describe
the returns on the US bills, bonds end stock market. As the number of
parameters in unreatricted variance equations of multivariate GARCH models
soon gets unmanageable, several authors have tried to find paremetriza-
tions which impose a priori plausible reatrictiona. In section 6.3 we will
consider one model ín this line of research, the FACTOR-ARCH model which
is used by Engle, Ng and Rothschild (1990) to model the term structure of
interest rates. Section 6.4 concludea.
6.2. The diagonal multivariate GARCH model for US bills, bonds and stock
returns used by Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988).
The conceptually most straightforward generalization of the analysis of
the relation between the conditional mean and variance of the returns on
the market portfolio multivariate case ia to consider the multivariate
GARCH(P,Q)-M model
rt.l - rt t- H ' P Vart[rttl] xt f ettl, (6.2)
Et.1lIt - Vart[rt}1] - Et (6.3)
N P
ot(i.3) - Wi~ ~ E E~(i,~.r.q) at-k(r.q)
r,q-1 k-1
N Q
t E E~(i..).r.q) e s
r,q-1 k-1 r,t-k q,t-k' (6.4)
where
Ettl - rt~l - Et[rtil] and where ot(i,j) denotes the (i,j)-th ele-
ment of Et. Sufficient conditions on the oc's and ~B's which ensure that Et
will be positive definite have been derived in Baba et el. (1989). As xt
is observable, the system in (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) can be estimated in32
principle from data on rtMl, rr and xt for t z 1,...,T. One of the implic-
tions of (6.1) is that u- 0 which can be tested. In practice estimation
of the unrestricted model in (6.2) to (6.4) is impossible however, unless
N is very small, as the number of parameters tends to be extremely large.
The symmetry of Et implies that the number of parameters in the variance
equation is 0.5 N(Nfl) f 0.25 N2 (N{1)2 (PiQ) which if P- Q- 1 yields a
value of 12 if N- 2, of 42 if N s 3, of 110 if N- 4 etc. Obviously
restrictions are required to keep the estimation problem manageable.
A drastic simplification of (6.4) is obtained if one is willing to assume
that P- Q- 1 and that a(i,j,q,r) - 0 unless i- q and j- r in which
case a(i,j,q,r) - ai~ and similarly p(i,j,q,r) 3 0 unless i- q and j- r
in which case p(i,j,q,r) -~i~. The model which is obtained if these
restriction are imposed, as in BEW88, is known as the diagonal model. If
P- Q- 1 the diagonal equivalent of (6.4) can be written as
at(i..i) ' Wij i ~ij 6t-1(i.~) ' aij Ei.t-1 E~.t-1' (6.5)
which containa 1.5 N(N.1) parameters. If N- 3, as in the application in
BEW88, the number of paremetera in (6.5) is 18 as opposed to 42 in (6.4).
Drawbacks of the diagonal model are that the reatrictions are quite arbi-
trary and that the conditional covariance matrix generated by (6.5) is not
necessarily positive semi-definite.
In the empirical section of their paper BEW88 consider quarterly returns
on 6-month Treasury bills, 20-year Treasury bonds and stocks from 1959-I
to 1984-II. The return on 3-month Treasury bills is taken to represent the
risk-free return. The plots of the three excess holding yields which are
given in BEW88 clearly suggest that not only their conditional means but
also the conditional variances vary over time, in line with (6.1).
The model which is estimated in BEW88 consists of (6.2), (6.3) and (6.5).
The estimation results suggest a reasonable and significant estimate of
the price of risk parameter p as well as time-varying variance for excess
returns on 6-month bills, a slightly time-varying variance for excess33
returna on government bonds but no time-varying varience for exceas re-
turns on stocks. All three intercepts Hi, which should be insignificant if
(6.1) holds, are in fact significant. BEW88 explain the negative intercept
for bonds and stocks from the fact that capital gains are not as heavily
taxed as dividend and interest payments. This providea incentives to hold
these assets even at otherwise unfavorable rates of return.
BEW88 test the validity of the CAPM relation in (6.1) using Lagrange Mul-
tiplier tests for the inclusion of additional regressors in the mean equs-
tion (6.2). The test for the inclusion of the own conditional variances
(6.3) as regressors in addition to the intercept and the covariance with
the market portfolio does not reject (6.1). That is of particular interest
since in tests of the time-invariant CAPM the own variance is often found
to be highly significant. Tests for the inclusion in (6.2) of lagged ex-
cess holding yields or innovations in the logartihm of per capita consump-
tion on the other hand reject the model in (6.2), (6.3) and (6.5) very
clearly. One reason might of course be that (6.1) does not hold, but an-
other reason could be that the variance equation (6.5), which is not
derived from theory, is misspecified. Misspecification of (6.5) arises if
the restrictions impoaed by the diagonal model are not satisfied, but
another explenation might be that premia and conditional heteroskedastici-
ty depend on information in addition to past innovations in asset returns.
In particular the Lagrange Multiplier tests for omitted variables in (6.2)
auggeat that lagged excess holding yields and innovations in conaumption
might have some explanatory power when added to (6.5). Giovannini and
Jorion (1989) have extended the diagonal multivariate GARCH model by
including cross products
dit-ldjt-1
in (6.5), where dit is the difference
in returns on government debt in country i with the return on government
debt in the U.S.
6.3. The factor-ARCH model for the term structure of interest rates pro-
posed by Engle, NC and Rothschild (1990)
From section 6.2 it is evident that the moat important difficulty in the
extension of univariate models for time-varying risk premia to multivaria-34
te models, is the fact that in unrestricted models the number of pareme-
ters soon gets unmanageable. In a recent paper Engle, Ng and Rothschild
(1990) [ENR90 from now on] have proposed FACTOR-ARCH models as a parsimo-
nioua structure for the conditional covariance matrix of asset excess
returns. FACTOR-ARCH models are appealing because they model the notion
that the risk on financial markets can be decomposed in s limited number
of factors and an asset specific ("idiosynchratic") error term. A similar
model arises from the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) although the AP1' dces
not imply that the number of factors is finite. The FACTOR-ARCH model is
used to model interest rate risk in ENR90 while a companion paper (Engle,
Ng and Rothschild (1989)) considers risk premia and anomalies to the CAPM
on the US stock market.
One way to generate the model which is used in ENR90 is to assume that the
vector of excess returns, rtyl - rt i, is generated by a factor structure
in which the factors are conditionally heteroskedastic,
f K
rt.l - rt ~- ut } k~l ~ic fkt ~ ~t. (6.6)
where rt;l is an N dimensional vector end K~ N is the number of factors.
In (6.6) y.t is a N dimensional vector of risk premia to be determined and
pk is an N dimensional vector of ccefficients. It is assumed that all
factors are independent and have zero mean, that the idiosynchratic errors
have zero mean, are potentially correlated but are conditionally homoske-
dastic. The factors on the other hand are allowed to be conditionally
heteroskedastic. Stated formally the assumptions are
Et-1[~kt] - 0' Et-1[fkt] - 0'
Vart-1[vkt] - 52~, Vart-1[fkt] - ~kt (6.7)
Covt-1[~kt'~rt] - -kr' Covt-1[fkt'frt] - 0 (k ~ r).
ENR90 assume that the return on the market portfolio satisfies (6.6) and
(6.~) as well, which is the case if the optimal portfolio weights xt are
not time-varying (xt - x(vt)). The risk premium on the market portfolio35
is referred to as ut, while the "beta" of the market with respect to the
k-th factor is referred to as pk , i.e. as a matter of notation one can
write
rm - rf z 1i . L~m f i v.
tfl t t k.i k kt t
(6.8)
The asaumption on the covariance structure of the asset returns ín (6.8),
(6.7) and (6.8) can be used to derive an expression for the risk premia in
the individual assets in which the portfolio weights no longer occur.
Assuming once more that the price of risk is time-invariant, along the
linea of section 2.2, expression (6.1) can be written as
f m
gtCrttl] - rt i' P Covt[rt.l'rtal]. (6.9)
Substituting (6.6) and (6.8) and assuming that idiosynchratic disturbance
on the market return is negligible (Vart[vt41] - 0) one obtains
K
EtCrtil] - rt ~- p kFl ~ Vart[fkt.l] 'k'
which yields a direct expression for the risk premium.
(6.10)
As the factors fk themselves are not observable, ENR90 subsequently define
the concept of a factor representing portfolio. The portfolio with portfo-
lio weights ~-(~1,....~) is referred to as a factor representing
portfolio for factor k if its return is uncorrelated with all factors
except fact~r k, and if the (conditional) covariance with factor k coin-
cides with the (conditional) variance of factor k, i.e.
Covt[ock rtti,
fkt41] - VartCfkttl] - ~ktil
(6.11)
Covt[ak rt.l' fqt.l] - 0 (k t 9).
from which it follows that o~'gk - 1 and ock'g~ - 0(k ~.~). ENR90 subse-
quently show that the risk premium on any asset can be expressed as a36
linear combination of the premia on the factor representing portfolios,
and therefore can be expressed as a linear function of the conditional
variances of the factor representing portfolios only,
K
Et[rttl] - rt t- kLl{Et[o~ rtrl] - rt} Sk,
K
z i{yk Vart[~ rtil] ' ck} ~- Ht. (6.12)
k-1
Comparing (6.1) with (6.12) it is apparent that the main achievement of
the FACTOR-ARCH model is that the risk premium is expressed as a function
of the conditional variances of K portfolios rather than as a function of
the conditional covariance matrix of all N returns.
In order to complete the model the factor representing portfolios have to
be chosen end a specification for Vart[o~ rttl] (k - 1,..,K) has to be
chosen. Although it is in principle poasible to choose the factor repre-
senting portfolios by estimating the weights ak end all others parameters
in the model jointly, using a numerical maximization of the likelihood
over a large number of parameters, this approach is not taken in ENR90.
Instead a priori knowledge of the number of factor representing portfolios
and their weights is assumed, which leavea the specification of Vart[ak
rt41] as the final point to consider.
The simplest but most restrictive assumption on the dynamics of the condi-
tional variances of the returns on the factor representing portfolios is
that these returns are not only uncorrelated, Covt[ockrttl,acqrttl] - 0(k ~
q), but that moreover shocks in one factor do not affect the conditional
variance of the other factors in any way, i.e.
Vart[~1c rttllrt'rt-1~...] - Vart[ack rttll~lc rt'~Ic rt-1~...]. (6.13)
which is referred to by INR90 as a"univariate portfolio representation".
If one is willing to assume that the factor representing portfolios have a
univariate portfolio representation and that the conditional variances of37
the returns on the factor generating portfolios are generated by
GARCH(1,1) models, the risk premia on the factor representing portfolios
can be derived by estimating the univariate GARCH-M model
f
alc rt~l - rt - ck } Yk Bk,trl 4 ek,ttl
ek,tal ~ N(G' gk,tal)
2
gk,t.l - Wk 4~k gk t t Wk(ek t) .
(6.14)
where we have changed the standard notation of the variance equation to
avoid confusion with the ~k's and ak's in (6.6) to (6.12). Adding a nor-
mality assumption to (6.12) one easily obtains
K
ri,tal - rt - kFl ~ik(ck i rk 8k,t~1) ; Ei,ttl
K 2 (6.15)
Ei,t~l ~ N(0' oi } k~l aik gk,ttl)
A simple way to obtain consistent estimates of the Sik therefore is to
maximize the likelihood of the ri,t.l over ai and ~ik treating the ck's,
yk's and gk,t41's as if they coincide with the true values of these para-
meters. In this way only a small number of relatively simple numerical
optimization problems as implied by (6.14) and (6.15) have to be solved to
estimate the full model.
In their empirical application ENR90 use data on monthly returns on US
treasury bills and on the value weighted index of NYSE and AMEX stocks
from August 1964 to November 1985. The 1-month T-bill rate is taken as the
riskl.ess return, and the FACTOR-ARCH model is used to model the excess
returns on the 2- to 12-months T-bills using an equally weigthed porL-folio
of all T-bills and the stock market portfolio as the a prlori chosen fac-
tor representing portfolios (i.e. K- 2). The first portfolio is referred
to as EWB (Equally Weigthed Bills), the second one as VWS (Value Weighted
Stocks). The estimates in ENR90 unembiguously reveal that the risk premia
~id volatilities of T-bills with longer maturities are more sensitive to38
chsnges in the conditional variance of the first factor representing
portfolio. The p's with respect to the VWS-portfolio tend to be inaigni-
ficant, suggesting that the data generating process might in fact be a
one-factor model with EWB as the only factor. A battery of test is used to
test the model specification and generally yields which are encouraging
for the model.
6.4. Concluding remarks
Several multivariate GARCH models which can be used to model first end
second order conditional moments have been diacussed in this section. The
state of the art model appeara to be the FACTOR-ARCH model considered in
section 6.3. This model appears to be a powerful but manageable tool.
While the models in section 6.2 require high dimensional numerical optimi-
zation, the FACTOR-ARCH model can be enalyzed by estimating a number of
relatively simple models only. Note however that the important problems of
the choice of the number of factors and the weights of the factor repre-
senting portfolios are not addressed by ENR90. Some hints toward possible
solutions are given in the companion paper, Engle, Ng and Rothschild
(1989), which contains an application on testing for a firm size anomaly
in a conditional CAPM for US stock returns.39
~. Conclusions
In this paper, models for time varying volatility measures have been pre-
sented and their application to and relevance for the analysis of'
financisl series have been illuatrated using examples from the finance
literature. In a wey, GARCH models are natural extensiona of ARMA schemes
to describe the time dependencies in second moments of many economic se-
ries. These nonlinear models are fairly easily implemented, estimated end
tested. The standard apparatus of autocorrelation function analysis can be
applied to the series squared and used to empirically determine the order
of the GARCH process. Also these models have been found to be conaistent
with meny stylized facts of financisl series, such as fat tailed marginal
distributions and zero serial autocorrelation of a series but dependencies
over time characterized by tranquil and volatile periods. Further exten-
sions to non-parametric methods end other functional form specifications
for conditional second moments of economic time series are on the research
agenda in this area. More applications of the models are expected to
contribute to a better understending of the time series properties of
financiel and other economic series.40
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